Thermodynamic modeling of the solubility of carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) vapor/liquid equilibrium into aqueous solutions of 2.5 M diethylenetriamine (DETA) was developed. The Deshmukh-Mater (DM) model was implemented to this system for predicting the CO 2 partial pressures against loading for different temperatures. A two step procedure, in general, is needed to fit the parameters in the DM model. However, in this work only the first step (the Debye-Hückel part) was executed because, with the complexity of the DETA system, the available experimental data material was not large and varied enough to merit going into this procedure. The model fits the CO 2 partial pressure data reasonably well up to loading of about 1.0 while the predicted isothermal heat of absorption based on the equilibrium agree reasonably well for loadings in the range 0.6 to 1.2. The fitting clearly indicated that the regression parameters need to be further improved and that binary interaction parameters should be taken into account.
Introduction
A potential alternative solvent for CO 2 capture should have high cyclic capacity, fast absorption rate, low heat of absorption, and a high equilibrium temperature sensitivity. Diethylenetriamine (DETA), a polyamine, has showed to be a possible absorbent for CO 2 capture, i.e.: has higher mass transfer rate [1] , cyclic capacity [2] , and significant lower heat of absorption [3] than the mono-amine monoethanolamine (MEA). However, on the negative side DETA has been shown to degrade rapidly under certain conditions [4] .
Determining absorption equilibrium involves the measurement of corresponding values of liquid CO 2 loading and gas phase CO 2 partial pressure at different temperatures. The equilibrium data for 2.5 M DETA were reported [2] and were measured in two apparatuses, one for low temperatures (up to 80 ƕ C) and pressure (up to atmospheric) conditions typical for absorber conditions, and one for high temperatures (up to 130 ƕ C) and medium pressures (up to 700 kPa) for desorber conditions. The experimental results were obtained for CO 2 loadings up to 1.4 and for partial pressures of CO 2 ranging from 0.01 -450 kPa. Modeling the equilibrium data, furthermore, provides more information relating to the cyclic capacity, temperature sensitivity, liquid speciation and prediction of the heat of absorption respectively.
The DETA-H 2 O-CO 2 system has many species due to the three amine functionalities. It was reported [5] that a total of 22 species might exist in the system as shown in The absorption of CO 2 into aqueous solutions of DETA is governed by physical absorption, which can be represented as a Henry's law constant, and a series of chemical reactions corresponding to the chemical equilibrium for all species is summarized in Table 1 . These can be written in terms of activity coefficients ( ) i H and mole fractions ( ) i x as:
Where ij v is the stoichiometric coefficient for component i in reaction j and R is the number of chemical reactions. In order to fully determine the 22 species in the DETA-H 2 O-CO 2 system from the equations of chemical reaction equilibrium, additional equations are required i.e.: mass balances for DETA, CO 2 , total mass, and electroneutrality.
Thermodynamic framework
At phase equilibrium, the iso-fugacity criterion holds between vapour and liquid. The equilibrium for volatile solutes (i.e. CO 2 ) and for the solvent (water and possibly amine) was calculated based the following Eqs. 2 and 3:
To calculate the fugacity coefficients ( ) i K , the Peng-Robinson equation of state [6] was implemented.
Activity Coefficient Model
The Deshmukh-Mather model [7] was chosen to study the speciation of this system and can be formulated as: 
Formation of carbamates on primary amine group
Formation of carbamates on secondary amine group
Formation of dicarbamates on primary amine group
Dissociation of protonated carbamates on primary amine group
Dissociation of protonated carbamates on secondary amine group
Dissociation of protonated dicarbamates on secondary amine group
Formation of tricarbamate
The first term expresses the Debye-Hückel limiting law [8] 
where i m and i z represent the molality and the charge number of the ion i .
In the Deshmukh-Mather model, only water is considered to be a solvent and not the amine. A transformation between molality base and molarity base is required to fulfill the consistency in the equilibrium constant.
Thermodynamic parameters
The thermodynamic parameters needed for the model are all the chemical equilibrium constants ( ) j K , the Henry's law constant for CO 2 in pure water can be expressed as:
Among the 18 chemical equilibrium constants, 4 equilibrium constants were taken from the literature [9, 10, 11] (reactions 1, 2, 3 and 4), 3 equilibrium constants were determined separately experimentally (reaction 5, 6 and 7) and the rest of the equilibrium constants were determined during the fitting procedure based on the partial pressures of CO 2 at different loadings and temperatures given by the VLE measurement for the DETA-H 2 O-CO 2 system.
Parameter regression
In the Deshmukh-Mather model, the parameters were regressed in two steps [7, 12, 13] , i.e. first the temperature dependencies of the equilibrium constants for the reactions Eqs. 8 to 19 were determined while all ( ) i j C were set to zero. The second step was to determine the ( ) i j C parameters, which showed significant sensitivity, while keeping the equilibrium constants obtained from the first step.
The regression was performed by using Modfit [14] , an in-house MATLAB computer program for parameter estimation. The regression method used was the Levenberg-Marquardt minimization with the normalized objective function as given by
6. Modeling the VLE data
Determination of the dissociation constant of DETA (pKa)
DETA is a triamine with two primary and one secondary amine group. It will, therefore, have three equilibrium points corresponding to the formation of mono, di and triprotonated DETA (reaction 5, 6 and 7). Potentiometric titration with a glass calomel electrode was used and the pKa values were determined from the observed end points. Fig. 2 shows the titration curves where only two end points are clearly visible. The reason for this behavior could be explained by the symmetrical structure of DETA [5] . By having a symmetrical structures of two primary amine groups, the first two end points will be close to each other. The first and second dissociation constants are associated with the first end point (primary amine groups) and the third dissociation constant is associated with the second end point (secondary amine group). To calculate the first end point, it was assumed that the first clear end point seen in Fig. 2 was a combination of the two primary amine groups. This is reasonable when judging from the acid amount needed for the secondary amine group. The pKa values for the different concentrations were evaluated and the values at infinite dilution were determined by extrapolating to zero concentration and can be expressed as temperature functions as seen in Table 2 . 
VLE data regression
The equilibrium constants in Eqs. 8 to 19 can not be determined individually from the experiments. The values were determined during the fitting of the VLE equilibrium data using Eqs. 2 to 4 and the binary interaction parameters ( ) ij C were set to zero. Each equilibrium constant represents one parameter to be estimated. However, the equilibrium constants are temperature dependent and this might be represented as first order, second or even higher order functions of temperature, as given in Eq. 6. Taking into account the temperature dependencies increases dramatically the number of parameters to be determined.
The initial step was done to regress the parameters to each partial pressure isotherm (from 40 qC to 120 qC). The initial regression parameters were then brought to fit with the VLE experimental data of partial pressure of CO 2 against loading. The regression adjustment had to be done in steps to improve the fit and was off course time consuming.
The regression parameters obtained are tabulated in Table 3 . As seen in Table 3 , 12 regressed equilibrium constants were proposed, and with a first order temperature dependency this lead to 24 coefficients to be determined. This gives a very large number of possibilities to offer a god fit to the experimental VLE data. The experimental VLE data gathered [2] at different temperatures were plotted in Fig. 3 together with the model predictions using the coefficients in Tables 3. The model represents the experimental data reasonably well up to a loading of about 1.0, however at loadings above 1.0 the discrepancies are large. Between 1.0 and 1.2 in loading the model seems to under-predict the partial pressures, whereas for loadings higher than 1.2 the model over-predicts the pressures. The fitting clearly indicates that the regression parameters need to be further improved and that binary interaction parameters ( ) ij C may have to be taken into account. 
The estimated value for the differential heat absorption of aqueous 2.5 M DETA solution can be seen in Fig. 4 . It is seen that the estimated value of the heat of absorption in 2.5 M DETA is far too high in the low loading range up to a loading of about 0.6. The agreement is reasonable for loadings between 0.6 and 1.2. This can be explained from the VLE experiment data, only few points were measured for lower loading. For loadings higher 1.2, the estimated values are seen to be under-predicted due to the over-prediction in the partial pressure of CO 2 . In order to improve the fit, the experimental heat of absorption data could be used to estimate the overall temperature sensitivity. 
Conclusions
The dissociation constant of DETA was determined experimentally and it was assumed that the first clear end point seen was a combination of the two primary amine groups. The equilibrium constants which can not be determined individually from the experiments were obtained from a fitting procedure to all CO 2 partial pressure data. Only the Debye-Hückel part of the Desmukh-Mather model was implemented in the VLE model of 2.5 M DETA. The model represents the experimental data reasonably well up to a loading of about 1.0 and the estimated value for the differential heats absorption was calculated from the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation. The fitting clearly indicates that the regression parameters need to be further improved and that binary interaction parameters also should be taken into account.
